# Dyslexia Video Series Interactive Resource Handout

This resource list was developed to accompany the course “Building Healthy Systems to Support Students with Dyslexia”. The full course can be accessed on the ND Educational Hub. Resources listed here are recommendations from practitioners and do not represent a finite list of approved DPI tools.

## Dyslexia Resources
- Institute for Multi-Sensory Education (IMSE)
- International Dyslexia Association (IDA)
- International Dyslexia Association Upper Midwest Branch (IDA-UMB)
- Learning Ally
- Understood

## Universal Benchmark Screening Systems
- Acadience Reading
- aimswebPlus
- DIBELS 8th Edition
- FastBridge
- Renaissance Star CBM

## Diagnostic Assessments
- CORE’s Assessing Reading: Multiple Measures, Revised 2nd Ed.
- LETRS Phonics and Word Reading Survey
- LETRS Spelling Screener
- Phonological Awareness Skills Test (P.A.S.T.)
- Phonological Awareness Screening Test (PAST)
- Test Of Word Reading Efficiency | Second Edition (TOWRE-2)
- Words Their Way Spelling Screener

## Curriculum
### Core Tier I & Supplemental Curriculum
- Equipped for Reading Success - D. Kilpatrick
- Heggerty Phonemic Awareness Curriculum
- Really Great Reading
- Superkids
- Tools 4 Reading
- University of Florida Literacy Institute - UFLI

### Intervention Tier II & III Curriculum
- All About Reading
- Barton Reading & Spelling System
- Equipped for Reading Success - D. Kilpatrick
- Heggerty Bridge the Gap

## Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
- Branching Minds - What is MTSS
- Center on Multi-Tiered Systems of Support
- Lake Washington School District - Dyslexia and Foundational Literacy
- North Dakota’s Multi-Tier System of Supports
- South East Education Cooperative
- Wayne Callendar, Partners For Learning, Inc.

## Dyslexia Training
- Dyslexia Certificate | University of North Dakota
- Dyslexia Certificate | University of South Dakota
- Haley's Hope, Fargo ND
- Inspiring Minds, Bismarck ND
- Institute for Multi-Sensory Education (IMSE)
- Orton Gillingham Academy

## Science of Reading
- Curriculum Associates Webinars
- Gough and Tunmer Simple View of Reading
- Language Essentials for Teachers of Reading and Spelling (LETRS)
- NDSoR Reaching All Learners Course
- Reading Rockets | Reading 101
- Scarborough's Reading Rope
- Voyager Sopris Learning Webinars
- Zaner Bloser Webinars
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BOOK STUDY OPTIONS
Easy Reads
- Reading for Life (Stone, 2018)
- Spelling for Life (Stone, 2021)
- The Knowledge Gap (Wexler, 2019)
- Conquering Dyslexia (Hasbrouck, 2020)
- Know Better, Do Better (D. Liben & M. Liben, 2019)

More Challenging Books
- Language at the Speed of Sight (Seidenberg, 2017)
- Speech to Print (Moats, 2003)
- Essentials of Assessing, Preventing, and Overcoming Reading Difficulties (Kilpatrick, 2015)
- Overcoming Dyslexia (Shaywitz, 2020)
- Uncovering the Logic of English (Eide, 2011)

DATA QUOTES
- “If it works, do more of it. If it doesn’t work, do something else.” - Franklin D Roosevelt
- “You can’t keep doing the same thing and expect a new result.” - Albert Einstein
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